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•

Welcome all to the 2013 Incitec Pivot Investor Day.

•

We thank you all for making the journey to Salt Lake City so that we can focus on the Group
strategy.

•

The results presentations at the half year and full year are focused on our financial results and the
performance of the Group.

•

Today is not about our results, but about our business. We like to hold these Investor days to give
investors an opportunity to:
•

Go into a deeper dive on key areas (which today are our US business and product,
service & technology abilities)

•

Give investors access to key members of the management team

•

And of course give you access to our operations through the two site visits we have
planned.
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•

With our investments in Moranbah and Louisiana our medium term growth is locked in.

•

Focus across the entire business is now on execution
•

(1) Base business needs to maximise returns from existing assets.

•

(2) Deliver on investments made.

•

My management team is clear, the focus is on delivering growth from both our larger investments
and the base business next year.

•

Recent change to global manufacturing structure to give primacy to our engineering experts
•

Strategic & Technical function will embed best practice, manufacturing models, processes
and set the operational and maintenance parameters for all plants.

•

Operational function will be responsible for running the plants efficiently and effectively
within parameters set by the Strategic & Technical function.

•

BEx has now been embedded in our business, so the focus has moved from completing the
implementation to the way we conduct our business activities in our businesses every day.

•

Thank you. I will now hand over to my General Manager of Strategy and Business Development,
Jamie Rintel.
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•

Strategy is a process of continual evolution and refinement but which is anchored around core
elements/dimensions of the company – it is not a ‘set and forget’ exercise.

•

IPL’s strategy is no different – we continue to evolve our strategy and it is anchored around a
number of core strategic themes, these being:
1. Look for market dislocations that drive above-trend returns;
a. Industrialisation of China.
b. Shale gas revolution in the US.
2. Leverage our core nitrogen chemical manufacturing that capitalise on these market
dislocations.
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•

Looking at IPL’s growth platform it is driven by projects that are close to the core of our strategy –
capitalising on market dislocations that leverage our nitrogen based chemical manufacturing.

•

By definition, growth projects that are close to the core are typically lower risk

•

In addition, our two major growth projects, in Moranbah and Louisiana Ammonia, are both:

•

•

(1) Fully integrated – backed to gas – which means that both are at the bottom of the
global cost curve.

•

(2) Fully sold from Day 1 – reducing any market risk.

Which combined drives compelling returns.
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•

•

IPL’s growth horizons are clearly defined, with the medium term growth platform set with
Moranbah and Louisiana ammonia project
•

(1) First horizon is all about execution in our existing businesses and maximising returns
from the assets we already have deployed.

•

(2) Next is to deliver on our major growth projects being Moranbah and the Louisiana
Ammonia Plant.

•

(3) Lastly, is about the next wave of growth which is all about opportunity scanning and
creating future options.

I must point out that the focus of the business is very much on execution in terms of both the
existing business and our two major growth projects.
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•

As mentioned, we look to invest in market dislocations which allow us to make returns 50% above
our cost of capital. This investment is capitalising on the dislocation between US and European
gas prices (which is where the marginal production of ammonia is based).

•

On the slide, we have presented the key details of our investment:
•

Capital cost is US$850 million which includes feasibility and contingency costs

•

The plant’s nameplate capacity will be 800,000 tonnes of ammonia per annum

•

It will be located on a brownfield site in Waggaman, Louisiana which is on the
Cornerstone Chemicals Company complex

•

We have secured a Lump Sum Turn Key (LSTK), Engineering, Procurement &
Construction (EPC) contract with KBR

•

First production is expected to occur in 3Q of 2016

•

100% of the volume is already committed to off-take arrangements from day 1 of
production with 300,000 tonnes going to Dyno Nobel America plants; 200,000 tonnes
going towards melamine and other chemicals produced by our on-site partner,
Cornerstone Chemicals and 300,000 tonnes to Transammonia, the largest independent
trader of ammonia in the world
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This opportunity has three connected dimensions which we believe will result in compelling financial
returns to IPL.
•

1) Gas price dislocation: Currently there is a differential between US and European gas prices
with Europe now being the marginal producer of ammonia. In our view this differential will persist
driven by the shale gas revolution in the US and the decline in traditional indigenous gas supply in
Europe and new production likely to be higher on the cost curve.

•

2) Capital advantage: Secondly the fact that we are using a brownfield site and have secured a
Lump Sum Turn Key contract with KBR, reduces capital costs and risks. Building on a brownfield
site provides us with lowered capital costs as compared to construction on a greenfield site.

•

3) Access to ammonia market: Finally the site enables us to leverage existing infrastructure
such as existing logistics and storage facilities. The site is located in a large chemical complex
which also contains the manufacturing site for our site-partner, Cornerstone Chemicals. The site is
800 hectares in size, and has been in operation for over 50 years and in that time the site has
housed an ammonia plant as well. This gives us access to existing infrastructure.
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Key characteristics of the site:
•

On-site partner, Cornerstone Chemicals, is also a major customer – taking 200,000 tonnes of
ammonia.

•

Site is positioned on the banks of the Mississippi River giving us access to our manufacturing
facility in Donora, Pennsylvania and the ammonia market in the US corn belt.

•

Existing rail line provides us access to our plant in Cheyenne, Wyoming.

•

An ammonia pipeline which gives us access to our plant to in Louisiana, Missouri.
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•

North America has large competitive gas resource.

•

Key characteristics of the US gas market:
•

Market supply base with 80% of supply coming from over 2,000 producers.

•

Significant infrastructure connecting the market.

•

Highly liquid with transparent pricing.

•

Land owners receive royalties providing incentive for development.
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•

Energy revolution being driven by:
•

(1) Shale gas development which as a percentage of total US gas production has
increased from a ~6% share in 2007, to ~30% share in 2012

•

(2) Shale technology applied to light tight oil development.

Light Tight Oil:
•

Light tight oil is a petroleum play.

•

North America may be at the dawn of a Liquid Tight Oil (LTO) revolution if shale gas technology
successes are replicated for oil. LTO production has increased 10 fold over the last 3-4 years with
North America now producing more than a million barrels per day mainly from two basins with
more than a dozen additional basins being explored.

•

If economically viable successes are replicated, we may be looking at 10-15 million barrels per
day of total oil production in 2020 making North American oil independent and a major player in
the global supply market.
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Dyno Nobel North America
•

Is the largest and most diverse manufacturer and distributor of explosives goods and services in
North America.

•

Covers the entire landscape of North America.

•

Built around a core of BEX or continuous improvement and the Group’s seven core values.
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•

Lets talk about one of these values which is an absolute focus on Zero Harm for our People.

•

Our performance since acquisition is a 50% reduction in recordable injury rate.
•

•

We believe this to be an output of:
•

Training

•

Leadership

•

And organisational engagement at all levels

•

Do we still have room to improve – ABSOLUTELY

•

And BEx is the mechanism we will use going forward.

Zero harm means Zero harm and we will not stop as an organisation working on process, and
cultural improvement until we have achieved and can maintain that goal at each and every one of
our sites.
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•

Looking at the North American business in more detail:
•

Most view us only as an explosives business, when in fact 16% of our revenue in 2012
was generated from products sold and distributed in the Agricultural and Industrial
Chemicals industry
•

These include products such as Urea and UAN for agricultural use, Fuel Additives
such as DEF, as well as raw industrial feedstocks such as concentrated acid and
carbon dioxide.

•

In the past these may have been considered secondary ‘opportunistic’ sales. However as
we continue to refine our capabilities and strategic focus we expect that these will expand.

•

Explosives is still our core market, but by ensuring that we, as an organisation, have the
strategic intent to also capture the full value that can be achieved from our chemical
assets, Industrial Chemicals will be a key element to our future potential.
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•

Looking at the explosives industry in more detail:
•

The North American explosives industry is driven by ammonium nitrate consumption
across 3 primary markets; Surface Coal, Quarry & Construction, and Metals/Minerals
Mining.

•

Each of these markets are highly regional from both a demand and the ability to serve
effectively.

•

We believe Dyno Nobel is extremely well positioned to participate in these markets
•

For example our Cheyenne plant in Wyoming, is strategically located within the
Powder River Basin.

•

And our Louisiana facility in Missouri, is ideally situated to serve the mid and
south-west Coal and expanding Quarry & Construction markets.
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•

Looking at the regional supply demand balance it is a mixed story of opportunity and challenge
•

On a macro scale, we supply ~1.1 million short tonnes of ammonium nitrate annually into
a total demand of ~3 million short tonnes.

•

Although the first half demand was down over 2012 we expect the second half to be
slightly negative relative to the prior corresponding period.

•

Regionally the east and south-east are oversupplied where the West and areas of the
Midwest are quite balanced.

•

This means that the opportunity does not lie in chasing volume, it lies in ensuring we
target or place our 1.1 million short tonnes in the most value added markets, regions and
partnering customers.

•

Our footprint and manufacturing capability gives us the flexibility, the challenge forward is
to ensure our organisational capabilities are aligned with the various market opportunities.
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•

So what is our Market exposure and where do we see the opportunities:
•

In the first half of 2013, Coal represented 56% of our ammonium nitrate volume, Metals
27% and Quarry & Construction 17% and we feel this mix is not only balanced against the
opportunities but also has us well positioned to leverage the US economic recovery.
•

As construction activity continues to increase we will see improvement in our
Quarry & Construction volumes.

•

Planned increases in US steel production will have a positive impact on local Iron
ore production and our metals market volumes.

•

And although coal will continue to be challenged it is not going away, and we
expect any continued downside in Appalachia coal volumes to be offset by
expansion in our Metals and Quarry & Construction markets.
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Coal market accounts for ~56% of our ammonium nitrate volumes - it is again a ‘regional story’.
Macro production of coal in the US has declined by ~17% from its peak in 2008 to 2012. Inside the macro decline of
~17%, thermal coal which creates the primary demand for explosives is down ~21% and surface production versus
underground is down by ~26% - when you then look further regionally it varies extensively as well Surface mining in the
Powder River Basin is down ~23%, Central Appalachia is down ~48% and the Illinois Basin/ Other west is down ~12%.
Whilst we have seen year-on-year declines due to natural gas production and pricing (and the associated reduction in
electric power generation cost) we do believe that we are beginning to see a stabilisation to the impact of regulation and
the ‘coal to gas switching’ phenomena and there are several factors that indicate this:
• Coal inventories at the power plants are starting to come in line with historical levels – although there is still
further reduction needed, which the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) is forecasting to happen by the
end of this calendar year.
• The amount of power generated from coal versus gas has begun to reach a more stable steady state.
The cause of this is purely a matter of cost of energy and value of the energy source – The various coal producing
regions have different thermal values (Appalachia the highest, the Powder River Basin the lowest), however the cost to
produce for effective mmbtu value of the coal is reversed. For coal in the Powder River Basin to be viable as a power fuel
source the cost of natural gas needs to be higher than US$2.50-$2.75 – this number needs to be >US$4.50 on average
in Appalachia.
We believe that as long as Natural gas prices stay above US$3.50 per mmbtu we will see limited further switching with
Powder River Basin and Illinois Basin coal being the primary providers to the market. Which is exactly how we have
positioned ourselves and our exposure.
However note that Appalachia still represents ~25% of coal based explosives demand and although the overall region will
continue to see declines it will not entirely disappear in the foreseeable future.
By selective targeting, or ensuring that we align ourselves to the strongest and most viable customers, even in declining
markets still adds significant value.
On a macro basis we believe there will still be positive and negative swings as the market continues to stabilise – we also
know that in 2015 new regulations will put pressure on ~5% of the existing coal fired volume. Our focus remains on
partnering with the very best customers across all regions with the intent of minimising the negative effect of this variation
while capitalising on any upside potential.
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•

For quarry and construction it is an even smaller and more fragmented market (there are over
1500 aggregate producers) which means understanding the various regional and value
propositions or, again, ‘targeting’ becomes even more critical.

•

The Quarry & Construction market represents ~17% of our overall portfolio and is about the same
of the overall ammonium nitrate market demand

•

•

Although Quarry & Construction carries the largest ‘pull’ of packaged products as well as
initiation systems and services the value proposition varies significantly in the type of
activity and location of the opportunity.

•

Fundamentally, direct construction projects offer the highest value whereas bulk stone
production, the lowest. However all construction projects rely on the production and
distribution of crushed stone which is limited by transportation cost and local activity.

•

Public and Non-Residential construction projects have the highest degree of direct
explosives use as well as consuming almost 7 times the crushed stone spend of
residential construction activity. However these typically lag housing starts anywhere
from 18-24 months.

•

From aggregate growth in Texas to Frac Sand in the mid-west to heavy pipeline and
construction projects across the North Americas platform DNA’s customer portfolio and
assets are well positioned in the areas we believe will see the greatest exposure to
existing and future recovery of this market.

The bottom line is it is about knowing when and where projects are coming and aligning our self to
both reliable quarry operators as well as key construction contractors.
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•

Our third major explosives market is in metals and mining – and this represents ~27% of our
overall ammonium nitrate volume
•

Our exposure is approximately 50% iron ore, 40% gold and 10% ‘other metals/minerals’.

•

This market also has a higher percentage of packaged and Initiating Systems/Services than coal.

•

It is also regional – although not nearly as such as the Quarry & Construction space and much
more consolidated.

•

We believe it adds the most stability to the overall explosives portfolio as both North American Iron
Ore and North American gold are somewhat sheltered from global commodity pricing

•

•

North American Iron ore is primarily consumed internally and as the US recovery
continues additional demand for steel increases this demand; and

•

US gold production is at the lower end of the global cost curve which gives it some shelter
from volatile gold pricing.

Again we believe our assets are well positioned and our portfolio well balanced across this market
- future activity will be focused on ensuring we continue to partner and align with the strongest
producers in this space.
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•

Shifting gears to our Agricultural and Industrial Chemical Industry:
•

As previously stated, this represented approximately 16% of our revenues in 2012.

•

It is an area that we see potential in further expanding through strategic, and not
opportunistic, intent.

•

Although the Agricultural products have exposure to global commodity pricing, the ability
to better balance our chemical assets ensuring higher efficiency combined with strategic
sales of alternate industrial chemicals such as DEF, Nitric Acid, carbon dioxide as well as
Ammonia offer upside potential and more stability to our earnings .

•

Our current footprint allows us access to the Pacific-Northwest and certain western states
and with the future addition of the Waggaman, Louisiana ammonia plant access to the
entire US market.

•

We are still an explosives business, but in order to ensure the highest value from our
nitrogen assets it becomes more and more critical to understand and continue to expand
our capabilities across the industrial chemicals market space.
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•

•

In summary we have a simple 4 step strategic plan
•

2013 has been about business excellence – we reorganised our teams at the beginning of
the year to focus on not only a better understanding of the industries and markets we
serve and how we add value to them, but also how we can improve our internal processes
and delivery of value to those markets – we have integrated BEx into everything that we
do and we are seeing results.

•

Moving forward it is about earnings quality – its about placing those 1.1M short tonnes of
ammonium nitrate in the most valuable locations, it is about optimising the nitrogen
assets, it is about allocating our resources and energy on the highest valued opportunities
across our industry – it is about targeting.

•

Step 3 is about ensuring we achieve the market value from the products our nitrogen
assets produce – specifically in 2015 we begin the process of renegotiating a significant
number of our existing longer term ammonium nitrate contracts – it is critical that the
market value of ammonium nitrate is understood and achieved – if it is not then we need
to revisit where that nitrogen molecule is placed to ensure our assets are returning at
reinvestment levels.

•

Step 4 in 2016 is the successful integration of the Louisiana Ammonia plant into our
portfolio. At that time we will be a fully integrated industrial chemical company (IPL North
America) with two distinctive and capable business units – our explosives business and
our Ag and Industrial Chemical business – operating across a common leadership,
process and asset platform, but ensuring the maximum market value distinctively in each.

Simply put it is about utilising BEx to continue to drive cost out and cash into the business with
growth being realised as the Louisiana ammonia plant comes on line in 2016.
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Thank you for the opportunity to talk about our product and services offering – Dyno Nobel’s
products, systems and skills that we develop to meet our customers’ changing needs.
For Dyno Nobel, innovation has been at the core of our success for over 150 years. We invented the
standard detonator, dynamite, Nonelectric detonators and slurry explosives. Indeed these products
and technologies are the fundamental platform for today’s advanced explosives systems that Dyno
Nobel continues to develop - with advanced systems like our new Delta E bulk product system and
our world beating electronic detonator systems.
The Dyno Nobel Marketing team runs a focused program of customer consultation. Through this
process we identify the key trends at our customer operations and the direction of mining technology.
This customer driven process ensures we develop the practical technologies our down to earth and
pragmatic customers need.
Our strapline for the past 10 years has been ‘ground breaking performance through practical
innovation’. This is more than a marketing slogan, it defines our technology program. We develop
practical solutions that our customers can use in their day to day operations, driving down the cost of
mining through the implementation of useable products and systems that create real cost
improvements.
At Dyno Nobel we develop practical products, systems and tools that allow our customers to mine
more efficiently, lowering their overall cost of mining.
We call it delivering “Ground breaking performance through Practical Innovation”.
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I’m sure you are all aware of the challenges facing the mining industry at the moment.
These are summarised on the slide.
Our customers at the strategic level have been telling us about these trends for around 5 years
through our technology advisory board.
And in the past 12 months we have clearly seen these emerge as direct operational challenges at the
mine sites.
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Over the past ten years many customers have been focused on volume at any cost, and it has been
difficult to introduce new technologies during this period. That time has passed and our customers
now look for solutions that will help to control and reduce costs as they face a revision to long-term
trends for commodity prices.
At Dyno Nobel our technology program has two key strategic intents:
1. Driving down the cost curve for our current products – ensuring we have a competitive position
with our existing plant and product footprint.
2. Developing new technologies that are applied through practical solutions our customers can
implement. Achieving real cost reduction across the mining value chain.
Of course our practical customers are a sceptical bunch and we must demonstrate the value
delivered from these higher value products as we implement them at their sites.
Our value-in-use program targets studies that quantify this benefit to our customers across their value
chain, as we implement higher value solutions. For example our new bulk product technologies and
electronics detonator tools provide our applications specialists, and our customer technologists, with
the tools to mine differently. I will take you through some specific examples of this further in this
presentation.
You can see how this is clearly aligned with our customers’ new strategic imperative to drive
efficiencies and reduce their costs.
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Here I would like to introduce you to the extensive range of products we manufacture, and we will touch
on some of the latest developments further in the pack.
Dyno Nobel has the full range of explosives products including:
•

Bulk products and delivery systems – we manufacture and deliver over two million tonnes of bulk
explosives around the world, and we design and manufacture a full range of delivery equipment:
Including our Underground DynoMiner Product range through to the DynoBulk Surface equipment
range, meeting every mining application need. Additionally we design and build both full scale and
modular emulsion explosive plants, ideal for remote mining operations, as well as depot and on site
facility designs to create efficient customer site operations.

•

We manufacture a full range of packaged explosives from Dynamites to our advanced Emulsion based
packaged products.

•

We design and build the most reliable Initiating Systems in the world and we are backward integrated
into strategic raw materials such as Lead Azide and PETN - from the world leading Nonel branded
range of signal tube detonators through to boosters and detonating cord and all the blasting
accessories required to use these products effectively.

•

Through a focused technology company (DetNet) we design and build the best Electronic Detonator
Systems in the world, including the DigiShotTMPlus and SmartShotTM full feature systems through to
our new industry specific products:

•

•

GeoShotTM for seismic applications; and

•

DriftShotTM underground applications.

And we have an very healthy technology pipeline with a range of new technologies and associated
products underdevelopment.
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For mining customers, good quality, reliable, and differentiated explosives products are only one part
of what is needed to create competitive success. It is critical that we also have the skills and
knowledge to help customers apply these products efficiently to solve their mining challenges.
Dyno Nobel has a long history of delivering value-in-use solutions going back several decades. The
Dyno Consult teams are mining applications specialists and charged with designing and
implementing these application solutions. This involves utilising our advanced products suite to
demonstrate clear efficiency improvement and cost reduction across the mining value chain while we
apply our higher value product solutions.
Typical focus areas include:
•

Reducing ore dilution

•

Reducing coal loss

•

Optimisation of fragmentation size (improved digging and processing)

•

Optimisation of broken rock bulk density (improved digging and hauling)

•

Improved underground development advance rates

•

Reducing fines generation in quarry applications

•

Larger more efficient shot size without vibration impacts

This is achieved primarily through a collaborative approach with our customers utilising joint
committees that assess and approve projects to be implemented on a site by site basis.
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While Dyno Nobel has the basic product suite and the efficient manufacturing and supply chain
operations to deliver these products, we also have the high end range of products that deliver value
for IPL and our customers - and in many cases our competitors cannot replicate these technologies.
Some examples include:
1. Delivery system and plant technologies including:
•

Uphole variable density loading for underground applications.

•

Bulk product string loads for development applications.

•

Jumbo trucks with differential energy loading capabilities at high discharge rates for
surface applications.

2. Bulk products designed for every ground type.
•

Creating better fragmentation outcomes and associated downstream excavation and
extraction efficiencies.

•

Solving problems like shot size and sleep times in high temperature or highly reactive
ground types.

•

Creating tailored energy solutions for highly variable ground types within the same area.

3. Advanced initiation systems that allow our customers to use unique blast designs.
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Our latest practical innovation is the Differential EnergyTM Bulk Product System. This unique and
proprietary system allows customers to tailor the energy profile of the borehole.
In our first major site conversion using our high value Titan Delta E product we achieved a reduced
blasting cost of approximately $1.5 million per annum excluding the increased mining productivity
benefits. These included:
•

Shovel productivity increased by 7.9%

•

Improved crusher performance

•

Zero fume

Product life cycles for explosives products tend to be over decades rather than years.
Over the past 100 years mining has moved from cap and fuse, to electric detonators, to non-electric
detonators and now, for a range of blasting applications in specific market segments onto electronic
detonators.
Electronic detonators allow for much greater accuracy in blast hole firing times, creating a range of
significant customer value which is quite application specific. Some examples are listed on the slide.
Dyno Nobel has an extensive electronic detonator portfolio of intellectual property and technology
developed through our technology Joint Venture. We are very well placed to meet this demand as it
continues to develop.
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While Dyno Nobel owns the pre-eminent non electric detonator brand “Nonel”, we also have an
established Electronic Detonator Brand and product portfolio, which we are continually developing to
facilitate an increased conversion of the various mining application segments.
With our strong core technology platform in electronics detonators we continue to roll-out product
extension and new developments like our DriftShotTM and GeoShotTM products for Underground and
Seismic applications respectively.
And we have an extensive pipeline of new technologies to meet our customers future needs eg. Like
those incorporated in the new generation 4 control equipment which we are currently
commercialising.
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Now we can move onto examples of how we apply this in practice.
Dyno Nobel has the full range of products to meet our customer needs – and we also have the
technical experts, within our DynoConsult Applications Technology teams, to apply these products
and create solutions to our customers mining challenges.
These next few slides show how we have applied our products and tools to meet these challenges.
Over-break is a common underground development mining waste. Energy is transferred into the
tunnel walls leading to extra excavation time and costs. In the example shown we were able to apply
our high value products such as Bulk Product String loading and Electronics to reduce our customer
development costs by 11.2% or close to $9.5M.
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Using advanced electronic detonation systems and specialised blasting designs, Dyno Nobel
developed an innovative buffer blast design to achieve significantly reduced loss for the customer.
Coal loss reduced to 4%
•

Additional 250,000 tonnes of coal recovered per annum

•

Additional productivity benefits from the reduction in the frequency of blasting

As customers move away from higher cost mining techniques like traditional open stopes, sub level
caves or simple open pit designs we have adapted to produce solutions that work for lower cost
mining methods like Block or Panel Caves.
Block/panel cave operations are typically large low grade ore bodies, deep deposits, capital intensive.
Case Study:
Customer needed to blast 150 metre up-holes to engineer the rock mass and assist in cave
propagation.
Dyno Nobel developed a customised bulk explosives product, an innovative delivery system and
applied our electronic initiation system to meet the challenge.

Case Study
Geological conditions rendered high-wall unstable at hard-rock gold mine.
Dyno Nobel provided the products and technical expertise needed to develop a modified drilling and
blasting program.
Modified program successful made high-wall more stable.
•

Mine now safe

•

Additional productivity gains

•

Decreased the downtime associated with blasting operations

Around the globe we daily load and fire shots in every application, from rock and aggregate quarries,
pipeline and infrastructure construction, seismic exploration, large open pit coal mines, surface metal
and hard rock mines, underground mines, in extreme hot conditions, in extreme cold conditions, in
extreme wet conditions and in extreme dry conditions in reactive conditions in deep holes, in shallow
holes and just about every combination in between. Creating value for our customers with our
Practical Innovations creating Ground breaking Performance.
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DNNA
•

Coal stocks are continuing to run down, therefore our ammonium nitrate volumes in the second
half are slightly negative to previous corresponding period.

•

St Helens fertiliser results will obviously be impacted by the drop in Urea prices in the second half
as compared to second half of 2012.

•

The business continues with embedding BEx, and the benefits are on track.

DNAP
•

Ammonium nitrate market has changed over the last year, conditions are tougher for everyone.

•

You will see the $8M impact in the second half of the loss of a large customer in the Hunter Valley,
as detailed in our first half results.

•

The remainder of the base business will deliver slight growth.

•

Due to this changing mining environment, we have taken some cost down opportunities and there
are $2M of associated redundancy costs in the second half.

•

Moranbah cost to serve increase in the second half due to purchasing ammonium nitrate whilst
plant was down for repairs early in second half.

•

Moranbah is on track against to deliver against guidance of $56M EBIT in 2013.
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2013 Update
•

For the last 2 months, the Plant has been running well.

•

Ammonia plant is regularly at 90% of capacity on a daily basis. Average 85% for last 2 months.

•

Other downstream plants have all run at nameplate capacity or above.

•

We are not planning to run the plant to 100%, as there is further work required through the next 6
months.

•

Ammonia plant damage caused by the last gas outage is now repaired.

•

Through some clever engineering work, the team has improved steam balance throughout the
complex.

•

The work on the control systems is about 80% complete and will be finished in 2014.

•

3rd Gas node is expected to be commissioned in November, with there being the slight delay in
connecting the node to the pipeline.

2014
•

Guidance for 2014 is $110M EBIT which is the bottom of our range.

•

Further improvement work on steam balance will be completed in the next financial year, and this
will allow the plant to achieve nameplate gas utilisation efficiency.

2015
We hold our guidance of $165M EBIT for 2015.
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•

The global fertiliser market is very bearish at present. Our DAP production is exported at this time
of year, so we do see the full impact of the spot prices in the last few months of the year.

•

With global fertiliser prices softening in the second half of this financial year, distribution margins
are off slightly against the second half of the 2012 financial year.

•

Strong nitrogen volumes, on back of favourable weather conditions in Australia.

•

The new contract model combined with value-at-risk model have worked extremely well to protect
our profit in the current market where there are falling global fertiliser prices. Customers have
committed to volumes and prices, and those contracts have been honoured. A great result in
these challenging times.

•

Phosphate Hill is back up following the outage announced in July. The plant is being run with
care, as it is in its last year of a 4 year campaign prior to the next major scheduled turnaround.

•

BEx is now embedded in the Fertilisers business and benefits are on track.
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Manufacturing
•

Moranbah and Phosphate Hill addressed on earlier slides.

•

Our US plants and Gibson Island are all performing well.

•

Alan Grace has transitioned from his project role leading the Louisiana project and is officially
starting on 1 October in his new role as President Strategic Engineering.

Business Excellence
•

BEx has been embedded in the businesses in the second half, and the cost now sits with the
businesses. We have done this to give clearer guidance on 2013.

•

BEx benefits in previous guidance of $25M are on track.
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•

Over $1.6bn of refinancing completed recently, resulting in a very strong capital structure with
excellent tenor and investor diversity.

•

Consistent with our conservative capital management approach, we have fully pre-funded the
capital cost of the Louisiana project.

•

Long dated debt maturity profile with significant committed funding headroom.

•

No refinancing requirements in the next 2 years with over 80% of debt facilities maturing post the
completion of Louisiana.
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This slide provides an aerial photo of the Site. The Site sits on 3,000 acres. You’ll note the broad
expanse of space around the Site, which provides a large safety band with the adjacent community.
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The Site’s location provides a strategic advantage, with close proximity to the major customers of
explosives for coal production. We have a close relationship with Peabody.
The photo shows our Prill barn, which has been expanded in capacity to meet our customer
expectations.
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The Cheyenne site is nearly 50 years in operation, and has undergone several expansions and
upgrades in its history.
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Zero Harm is the primary focus for everything we do at the Cheyenne site.
Certainly, we drive for injury-free performance for our employees. We also drive for incident-free
performance, to ensure full compliance to our environmental obligations. Our definition of Zero Harm
includes Process Safety Management (PSM), to ensure Zero incidents for our high-hazard
processes.
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IPL began its BEx journey in 2011, to drive Continuous Improvement through the use of Standardised
Systems and the Engagement of all people.
BEx is the way we run our business, every day. The key elements are:
•

Defining what’s important and ensuring alignment throughout the business and each site.

•

A planned, disciplined approach to each day, via the daily management system.

•

Documented and standardised work plans. Everyone knows what they need to do and achieve
during their day and shift.

•

Rigour and compliance is achieved via a cycle of Plan, Do, Check, Act.

•

Real leadership is crucial to the success of BEx. Leadership that is:

•

•

Present on the plant floor.

•

Leadership that ensure problems get solved at the right level.

•

Leaders that coach and inspire.

A culture where continuous business improvement becomes a way of life.
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We describe our BEx framework in Manufacturing through this Parthenon concept - a framework built
on solid “Foundational” elements, followed by development of further capabilities through “Pillar”
elements.
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A few photos here to illustrate the effort to develop strong Teamwork between the Cheyenne Site and
Leveraged Turnaround team members. Getting to know one another on a personal level, away from
the plant, allowed for stronger relationships at work to carry out a very successful Turnaround in
June.
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An example of BEx-5S improvement can be seen here, in the LoDAN Prill loadout area. The effort
here obviously points to a reduction in yield loss, along with housekeeping and safety improvements,
and the long-term benefit of being able to define future leaking points if they were to occur. Another
benefit and an important one is the improvement in employees’ morale, as they are clearly showing
pride in their workplace.
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Visual Management is another key Foundational element - starting with clear understanding of the
Key Performance metrics that ensures the Site success. If performance varies from those goals,
actions must be taken to drive performance. Within BEx, this is achieved through a “Tiered” system,
in which metrics, decisions and actions are taken at the appropriate work level (Tier 1 – Shopfloor,
Tier 2 – Supervisory level, Tier 3 – Site Leadership), with clear lines of communication and cascading
between the Tiers to drive ongoing performance improvement.
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One example of BEx-Focused Improvement is the Yield improvement we’ve seen in Prill. Based on
suggestions from Operations, we adopted smaller screens and modified the slope of the screener
deck to prevent loss of Prill into fines. The benefit is $350,000 per year.
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The Cheyenne Site began its BEx Journey roughly 18 months ago, and we’ve made great progress
so far.
In the upcoming slides, there are some examples of how BEx has been applied to drive improvement.
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In June, 2013, the Cheyenne site conducted a large Turnaround for the Ammonia, Urea and
supporting facilities.
The results were excellent - Zero injury, On-time and on-budget.
We did this by applying BEx processes throughout the Turnaround
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The Cheyenne Site has been very active in our drive for improvement, looking to learn from others as
we progress on our BEx journey. The photos on this slide capture some of that leveraging during
interactions with Coors facility in Golden, Colorado.
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The overall strategy for the Site is captured in an “A3” process - reflecting Business expectations,
current state versus those expectations, what our Target state is 3-years out, and what significant
actions we need to take during those 3 years to achieve target.
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